Post-stroke object affordances: An EEG investigation.
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Abstract

Rehabilitating upper limb function after stroke is a key therapeutic goal. In healthy brains, objects, especially tools, are said to cause automatic motoric ‘affordances’; affecting our preparation to handle objects. For example, the N2 event-related potential has been shown to correlate with the functional properties of objects in healthy adults during passive viewing. We posited that such an affordance effect might also be observed in chronic-stage stroke survivors. With either dominant or non-dominant hand forward, we presented three kinds of stimuli in stereoscopic depth; grasp objects affording a power-grip, pinch objects affording a thumb and forefinger precision-grip and an empty desk, affording no action. EEG data from 10 stroke survivors and 15 neurologically healthy subjects were analysed for the N1 and N2 ERP components. Both components revealed differences between the two object stimuli categories and the empty desk for both groups, suggesting the presence of affordance-related motor priming from around 100 to 370 ms after stimulus onset. Hence, we speculate that stroke survivors with loss of upper limb function may benefit from object presentation regimes designed to maximise motor priming when attempting movements with manipulable objects. However, further investigation would be necessary with acute stage patients, especially those diagnosed with apraxia.
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1. Introduction

Approximately 795,000 people in the US have a new or recurrent stroke each year. The figure is around 100,000 for the UK. Stroke is also a leading cause of long-term disability (American Heart Association, 2017; The Stroke Association, 2018). Resulting long- and short-term disabilities vary greatly and among other deficits may include difficulties in swallowing and speech, hemiplegia, decreased function in upper or lower limbs, poor trunk control, visual difficulties, and fatigue. Here, the focus of our research is the loss of motor function in upper limb, particularly in the hand.

Position of lesion determines the resulting deficits. Not only are neurons lost at the site of injury but activity of surrounding cells is also reduced and damage often extends further because of changes in neurotransmitter transmission and blood flow. This may exacerbate the extent of motor deficits (Pekna et al., 2012). However, the human brain, particularly the cortex, has an ability to reorganize the structure and function of neural systems. This neuroplasticity is evident in all forms of learning where neuronal roles adapt to demand, e.g. learning a musical instrument. Neuroplasticity has been shown to be an essential factor in the recovery of upper limb function (Pekna et al, 2012, Wade et al., 2014).

Various rehabilitation methods are employed to aid neuronal reorganization to improve motor function after stroke. Gesture recognition and imitation requires a therapist to perform, or verbally request, a gesture, e.g., waving or making a ‘thumbs-up’ sign which the patient attempts to copy (Dovern et al., 2012; Pazzaglia et al., 2008). Improving the range of arm and hand mobility requires more complex approaches, such as pantomiming tool use, e.g., hammering a nail or scooping soup from a bowl. Since early work by Carr and Shepherd (1987), it has become common practice to offer tools and other manipulable objects as visual cues to aid recovery in therapeutic settings (e.g. Dovern et al., 2012; Pazzaglia et al., 2008; Wheaton et al., 2008). Including the physical objects for actual use,
such as a soup bowl with spoon and the hammer and nails, may produce motor priming effects which better prepare patients for interaction with pairs of objects and can improve hand and arm coordination in patients (Randerath et al., 2011).

Here, we are particularly interested in how affordance-related brain activity may be affected after stroke with loss of hand function. The expression “affordance” was first introduced by JJ Gibson (1977, 1979/1986) who suggested that just by viewing an object we perceive one or more ways to interact with it; even when there is no intention to act, the intrinsic properties of an object will potentiate motor planning. Such properties may include shape, size, weight and even aesthetics (e.g. Righi, Orlando & Marzi, 2014). Along with any specific object familiarity we may have, such affordances play a part in our perception of objects and thus the motor priming that prepares us to handle or manipulate them. This has prompted many studies investigating action-perception aided by affordances (i.e. automatic priming of the motor system by viewed objects) in both human and non-human primates (e.g. Grèzes et al. 2003; Kühn et al., 2014; Murata et al. 1997; Rice et al. 2007; Tucker & Ellis 1998; Tucker & Ellis 2001; Valyear et al. 2007).

Interventions utilising naturally occurring “affordances” may assist neuroplasticity. However, the length of time during which such a visual cue has its optimum rehabilitative value to encourage meaningful movement has, thus far, received little attention. Ideally, we would need to know for how long the brain automatically processes the options an object affords before we consciously decide whether and how to act. Once defined in healthy adults, the duration of this initial motor priming could be refined for stroke patients. When the patient is unable to handle objects, he or she may benefit by their regular removal and re-introduction, with each such event triggering new affordance-related motor priming. As we outline below, evidence suggests that affordance-related brain activity in
neurologically healthy individuals is transient, but this has not yet been generalised to stroke populations. Such knowledge would be valuable to inform the increasing use of virtual reality games as an intervention, where object-presentation rates can be refined to multiples of milliseconds.

A number of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) experiments have attempted to address this temporal aspect of affordances, measuring motor priming in healthy participants when no physical response is required (Buccino et al. 2009; Cardellicchio et al. 2011; Makris et al. 2011; Franca et al. 2012; Makris et al. 2013). For example, single-pulse stimulation over left motor cortex facilitated larger motor evoked potentials (MEPs) at around 200ms after onset of stimuli when objects were presented with handles orientated towards the dominant right hand (Buccino et al. 2009). Similarly, sizes of MEPs were modulated for congruent hand muscles while participants viewed objects affording either a power or precision grip (Makris et al. 2011). In that study, electromyography (EMG) recordings from the first dorsal interosseous (FDI), required when making a pinch/precision grip, were significantly greater for observation of precision-grip affording objects compared to larger, power-grip objects, and vice versa for the abductor digiti minimi (ADM), a muscle involved in power gripping. Greatest facilitation occurred at around 300ms, but, interestingly, the affordance effect died away shortly thereafter as MEPs were not facilitated by a TMS pulse delivered at 600ms after stimulus onset.

Electroencephalographic (EEG) studies have also sought to measure the timing of affordances. Some have compared responses to pictures of tools with non-tools (Proverbio et al., 2011; Proverbio 2012) or pictures of objects compared to no object (Rowe et al., 2017). The N2 is the second negative event-related potential (ERP) component after stimulus onset and has been associated with motor facilitation (Allami et
et al. 2014). Proverbio et al. (2011) found significantly different activity between hemispheres. Greater anterior left hemispheric N2 negativity was found while viewing tools (including some objects associated with specific motor acts, such as a bicycle, stairs and a keyboard) compared to non-tools, i.e. objects not strictly associated with a motor act, e.g., a television, a carpet and a piece of pottery.

Our group have also investigated N2 activity when a manipulable object is observed. We utilised images containing stereo depth cues, which are known to support accurate goal-directed visually guided reach-to-grasp actions (e.g. Melmoth & Grant 2006; Melmoth et al. 2007; Melmoth et al. 2009). Participants viewed the same 3D objects in two different sitting positions. Posture 1 was with their dominant (right) hand closer to the screen and Posture 2 was with the non-dominant (left) hand closer to the screen. Lateralized affordance bias from the objects themselves was eliminated as the objects were displayed with any handles presented centrally. A greater N2 ERP component emerged for object stimuli compared to the empty desk, but particularly when the object was close to the dominant hand. We also investigated purely visual discrimination as associated with the posterior N1 ERP component (Hopf et al., 2002; Mangun & Hillyard, 1991; Thorpe et al., 1996; Vogel & Luck, 2000). At the posterior PO3 and PO4 electrodes, the N1 ERP component had a very similar peak voltage at very similar latencies for all stimulus categories – whole hand grasp objects, pinch-grip objects and no object. However, anteriorly (at the F1 and F2 electrodes) this component did show differences in peak values between the stimulus categories.

These results suggest that the motoric N2, which is modulated by the presence/absence and functional significance of objects, may provide a sensitive measure regarding affordance-related motor priming. The anterior and posterior N1 ERP components also
warrant further investigation. However, there are (at least) two outstanding questions which need to be addressed in order to move from the evidence showing affordances in healthy young participants towards a basic research justification for testing the potential of affordances to improve rehabilitative outcomes (e.g. a clinical trial). Firstly, we need to know whether motor priming still occurs in (undamaged) regions of the brains of stroke survivors when viewing images with depth cues through a stereoscopic viewer. Secondly, affordance-related activation appears to be transient, as evidenced by timing of TMS pulses for MEPs and the specific time-windows in which the N2 ERP component occurs. Therefore, we need to know how frequently to re-introduce objects in order to generate maximum motor priming within a time-limited therapeutic session.

In summary, here we ask:

1) Can ERP evidence of affordance-related motor priming be observed in chronic stage stroke survivors? To test this, we hypothesise differences in anterior N1/N2 components when viewing different categories of objects, and, ideally, a statistical interaction between this effect and factors that influence the functional relevance of the object, such as the participant’s posture.

2) If stroke survivors show motor priming, does the time-course of affordance-related brain activity observed by EEG differ relative to that found in age-matched control volunteers, and is it affected by the frequency of object presentation? To test this, we hypothesise statistical interactions between EEG effects indicative of automatic motor
priming (see 1, above) and additional factors, i.e. varying diagnosis (control vs. stroke survivor) and the rate at which stimuli are presented.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants

We recruited 10 stroke survivors (7 male, 3 female; mean age 65 years, SD 9 years) from an advertisement placed online through the charity, Different Strokes, and via stroke clubs affiliated to The Stroke Association. We did not conduct an a priori power analysis, but rather took a pragmatic approach, with recruitment ending when no further participants had been forthcoming via these routes for several months. Eight of these participants had left hemisphere lesion and two had right hemisphere lesion. Mean number of years post-stroke was 6.5 years (range 2 – 17 years). Participants had varying degrees of upper limb deficits, not specifically having a diagnosis of apraxia. Most were able to provide only limited information regarding site of lesion and type of stroke (see Table 1). Through local University of the Third Age groups we also recruited 15 similarly aged neurologically healthy control volunteers (4 male, 11 female; mean age 72 years, SD 5 years). Participants from both groups had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All healthy control participants were right-handed and all stroke survivors had been right-handed prior to stroke, as verified by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory, adapted from Oldfield (1971). Laterality Indices (LI) are shown in Table 2. For stroke survivors these are indicated prior to and post stroke.
Table 1. Stroke survivor participant ages, number of years post stroke, area of lesion and residual deficits. (FS = female stroke survivor, MS = male stroke survivor)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Years post-stroke</th>
<th>Area of lesion</th>
<th>Residual neurological deficits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FS01</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Left lenticulostriate ischemic stroke</td>
<td>Incoordination of right upper limb, and weakness in right lower and upper limbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS02</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Left hemisphere</td>
<td>Aphasia, loss of function of right upper limb and weakness in right lower and upper limbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS03</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Left hemisphere</td>
<td>Aphasia, loss of function of right upper limb and weakness in right lower and upper limbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS01</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Left middle cerebral artery infarct, left internal carotid artery stenosis</td>
<td>Slightly reduced function in right upper limb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS02</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Right hemisphere</td>
<td>Reduced flexion in left hand. Reduced flexion and extension of left elbow.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS03</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Right carotid artery blocked (left partially blocked)</td>
<td>Left lower limb weakness, non-functioning left upper limb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS04</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Left middle cerebral artery infarct</td>
<td>Aphasia, severely reduced hand function, weakness in right upper limb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS05</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Left basal ganglia haemorrhagic stroke</td>
<td>Right sided weakness, Returning activity to previously non-functioning right upper limb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS06</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Left partial anterior circulation stroke (PACS) CT scan showed a wedge-shaped infarct in left posterior frontal lobe</td>
<td>Aphasia, some loss of function and weakness in right upper limb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS07</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Left hemisphere</td>
<td>Aphasia, non-functioning right upper limb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Participant ages, mini mental state exam (MMSE) scores, handedness lateral index (LI) and nine hole peg test (NHPT) timings. (N/C = not completed) (FC = female control volunteer, MC = male control volunteer, FS = female stroke survivor, MS = male stroke survivor)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>MMSE score (/30)</th>
<th>LI for hand dominance</th>
<th>NHPT right hand (s)</th>
<th>NHPT left hand (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FC01</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC02</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC03</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC04</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC05</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC06</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC07</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC08</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC09</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC10</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC11</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC01</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC02</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC03</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC04</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS01</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>100 prior</td>
<td>56 post-stroke</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS02</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>100 prior</td>
<td>-100 post-stroke</td>
<td>N/C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS03</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>100 prior</td>
<td>-100 post-stroke</td>
<td>N/C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS01</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>92 prior</td>
<td>43 post-stroke</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS02</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>100 prior</td>
<td>100 post-stroke</td>
<td>N/C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS03</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100 prior</td>
<td>100 post-stroke</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS04</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>100 prior</td>
<td>-100 post-stroke</td>
<td>N/C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS05</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>100 prior</td>
<td>-100 post-stroke</td>
<td>N/C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS06</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>76 prior</td>
<td>-100 post-stroke</td>
<td>N/C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS07</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>100 prior</td>
<td>-100 post-stroke</td>
<td>N/C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All participants achieved ≥ 26 out of a total of 30 for a Mini-Mental State Examination (adapted from Folstein et al., 1975) and all attempted a nine-hole peg test (NHPT). Some stroke survivors were unable to complete the NHPT with their affected hand (see Table 2). No participants reported sensory or proprioception deficits. The study was approved by City, University of London Ethics Committee and participants gave written consent.

2.2. Stimuli

Initially, 3D photographs were taken of 40 objects positioned on a desk in such a way that no left or right laterality could be ascertained, i.e. either photographs of objects without handles or photographs of objects with the handle positioned centrally. Viewpoint and light source remained constant across photos. To establish object categories for the experiment, 20 independent assessors rated the photos on whether they would use a pinch grip or whole hand grasp to hold the objects. The assessors used three categories; “always use this grip/grasp”, “mostly use this grip/grasp”, or “just more likely to use this grip/grasp”. A separate independent group of 10 people then rated the objects from 0 to 2 on how familiar they were, with 2 being a very familiar object. Feedback from participants in our earlier study (Rowe et al., 2017) regarding visual clarity was also taken into account when a set of pictures was chosen from those with high assessor rankings which contained good exemplars of objects affording either a precision or power grip. These stimuli were used to construct three stimulus categories. The first category contained only a single stimulus (an empty desk) while the other two showed objects located on that desk. Object categories consisted of one picture of each of three objects, which would normally be held in either a precision grip (pinch objects: a wax crayon, a pencil sharpener and a wrapped sweet) or a power grip (grasp objects: a hairbrush, a trowel and a box).
2.3. Design and Procedure

Participants were seated in an electrically shielded room, in front of a desk-mounted stereoscope, approximately 45cm from a gamma-corrected CRT monitor refreshing at 109 Hz. Left-eye and right-eye images were displayed side by side, but presented only to their respective eyes via the mirror stereoscope (Stereo Aids, Albany, Australia). Initially, participants were allowed time to adjust the viewer so that they observed a single object in three dimensions. For this calibration, two objects, a ball and a sponge, were presented in alternation. These two objects became targets for a subsequent vigilance task.

There were two stimulus presentation rates. At the 0.5 Hz rate (R1) on each trial, two fixation dots were shown on the screen for 1000ms (to maintain stereo fusion in the interval between pictures) followed by a colour photograph, also for 1000ms (see Figure 1A). At the 1 Hz rate (R2) the fixation dots and colour photograph each appeared for only 500ms. The task was to passively view the pictures through a stereoscopic viewer, except that participants had to report the two target items (ball and sponge) whenever they appeared (with these trials excluded from the subsequent data analysis).

There were object and no-object trials, 180 of each in a block. The object trials were further divided into precision grip (pinch-grip objects) and power grip (grasp objects). Because the number of trials proved to be sufficient to pick out meaningful differences between object categories, we present an analysis based on all three conditions. For the vigilance task, the ball and sponge pictures were included in an additional 16 trials. Trials in each object category and those of the vigilance task were presented in a randomised order.

There were two viewing postures. For the right-hand forward posture (Right), the right hand rested close to the screen with the body rotated approximately 45° away from the screen towards the left. The head was maintained directly facing the screen. For the left-
hand forward posture (Left), the left hand rested close to the screen with the body rotated approximately 45° away from the screen towards the right. Again, the head was maintained facing directly towards the screen (see Figure 1B).

Figure 1. Schematic of Experimental Methods. A. Example trial from the EEG paradigm with a 0.5 Hz presentation rate. Here a whole-hand grasp object is displayed (both in stereo, as presented, and as perceived through the stereoscopic viewer, with left and right images fused). B. Schematic showing Posture 1 with right (dominant) hand closer to the screen and Posture 2 with left hand closer to the screen; in each case the head is maintained directly facing the screen.
Each participant completed four blocks, with the order of blocks cycled (across participants) through four possible orderings (of posture nested within presentation rate – i.e. R1Right, R1Left, R2Right, R2Left vs. R1Left, R1Right, R2Left, R2Right vs. R2Right, R2Left, R1Right, R1Left vs. R2Left, R2Right, R1Left, R1Right). For the 0.5 Hz rate (R1), in each posture a block lasted approximately 13 minutes, while at 1 Hz (R2), in each posture a block lasted approximately 6½ minutes. In both timings, participants were offered a short break after 126 and 252 trials.

2.4. EEG measurement and analysis

A 64-channel electrode cap was fitted to the participant’s head with the ground electrode at position AFZ and the reference electrode at position FCZ. An additional vertical electro-oculogram electrode was placed below the left eye. EEG was recorded at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. Recording and pre-processing of the EEG data were performed with a BrainAmp DC amplifier and the BrainVision Recorder software (Brain Products, Herrsching, Germany).

For the ERP analysis the data were band-pass filtered offline with high-pass frequency of 0.1Hz and a low-pass frequency of 35Hz and re-referenced to mastoids. Data were segmented into epochs; for R1 the 1100ms from 100ms prior to stimulus onset to 1000ms after stimulus presentation and for R2 the 1000ms from 100ms prior to stimulus onset to 900ms after stimulus presentation. The Gratton and Coles method (Gratton et al. 1983) was used for ocular correction, and baseline correction was applied using a window from 100ms to 0ms before the stimulus. Epochs were also excluded automatically if any values exceeded a threshold of ±100µV, resulting in a rejection rate of ~10%.
Analyses of ERPs focused on both N1 and N2 components. The prominent N1 negative component was assessed for differences in both anterior and posterior activity. Of greater interest, however, was the anterior N2, previously inferred to reflect the presence or absence of an affordance (Proverbio et al., 2011; Allami et al., 2014; Rowe et al., 2017). All pairwise follow-ups comparing the three object categories were Bonferroni corrected (such that p values reflect a familywise α-level of 0.05 given three possible contrasts).

Based on inspection of averaged data, peak event-related potential (ERP) amplitudes for the anterior N1 component were computed at the F1 and F2 electrodes in the interval 100ms to 180ms after stimulus onset. For the posterior N1 component amplitudes were computed at the PO3 and PO4 electrodes in the interval 100ms to 200ms. This extended time interval for the posterior electrodes is because the time-course of the N1 varies across the scalp from anterior to posterior. Again, based on inspection of averaged data, for peak ERP amplitudes, the anterior N2 component at the F1 and F2 electrodes was calculated as the local peak between 280ms and 370ms after stimulus onset. We had planned to repeat the time windows used in our earlier study, with young adults (Rowe et al., 2017), but on inspection of all individual results, although the range of times for N2 peaks was less, we found that the N2 peaked 10ms to 45ms later in the older adults.

Repeated-measures mixed-design ANOVAs were carried out assessing differences in N1 and N2 amplitudes. The two participant groups (stroke survivors and neurologically healthy age-matched controls) were the between-subjects factor, the within-subject factors being posture (left and right hand forward), presentation rate (R1 and R2), hemisphere (left and right) and the stimulus categories (grasp, pinch-grip and empty desk). We compared manipulable objects that were not necessarily tools (for instance, we included a box and a sweet) to no object (on the same desk backdrop) to discover whether resulting EEG recordings for all manipulable objects showed activity similar to that found more readily in
previous studies for tools only (e.g. Proverbio et al. 2011; Righi et al. 2014). Analysis was undertaken to compare any differences between the two categories of objects in relation to the type of grip they might afford (pinch-grip or whole-hand grasp) as well as between each category of object and the empty desk. The Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used to correct for any violations of sphericity.

3. Results

3.1 Anterior electrodes (F1/F2)

3.1.1 The anterior N1 component

We measured the anterior N1 at sites F1 and F2 in order to assess differences in early motor-system activity for our various conditions. The ANOVA revealed a main effect of stimulus category, F (2, 46) = 16.630; p < .001, ηp² = .420. Statistically significant differences were shown between the grasp objects and the empty desk, p = .016 and between the pinch-grip objects and the empty desk, p < .001. There was no significant difference between the two types of objects, p = .197.

There was also a significant interaction between presentation rate and stimulus category, F (2, 46) = 4.020; p = .041, ηp² = .149. Follow up one-way ANOVAs across stimulus categories were significant for both presentation rates (see Figure 2a for means, collapsed across participant groups, postures and hemispheres; see also Figure 3 for grand mean ERPs in all conditions separately). For the 0.5Hz presentation rate (R1), follow-up pairwise comparisons showed that there were significant differences between each object category and the no object category; between the grasp object stimuli and no object p = .010 and between the pinch-grip object stimuli and the no object stimuli p < .001. For the 1Hz
presentation rate (R2) there were significant differences between the pinch-grip object and the grasp object stimuli, $p = .028$ and between pinch-grip object and the no object stimuli, $p < .001$.

Figure 2. Mean peak ERP amplitudes. Error bars show standard errors. Contributing electrodes are highlighted (larger black circles) in topoplots. A. Bottom: Mean anterior N1 for each stimulus category and presentation rate, reflecting the interaction observed via ANOVA for these factors. Top: Topoplot shows grasp stimulus activity in control group at 140-160 ms. B. Mean anterior N2 for each stimulus category, reflecting the main effect (and lack of interaction) observed via ANOVA for this factor. Topoplot shows grasp stimulus activity in control group at 303-325 ms. C. Mean posterior N1 for each stimulus category, reflecting the main effect (and lack of interaction) observed via ANOVA for this factor. Topoplot shows grasp stimulus activity in control group at 175-200 ms.
3.1.2 The anterior N2 component

We measured the anterior N2 at sites F1 and F2 in order to assess differences in late motor-system activity for our various conditions. Figure 2b shows differences in mean ERP amplitude across stimulus categories, and Figure 3 shows the waveforms for each stimulus category in all cells of the design. In all cases, the N2 peak is larger (more negative) for each of the object categories compared to the no-object category.

Figure 3. Waveforms (at electrodes F1/F2) from both participant groups for both postures at the 0.5Hz presentation rate (top) and at the 1Hz presentation rate (bottom). The N2 peak is noticeably greater for both object stimulus categories compared to the empty desk (no object category). LH = left hemisphere, RH = right hemisphere.
Differences were again addressed via a 2x2x2x2x3 ANOVA. Most relevant for this investigation was a significant main effect of stimulus category, $F(2, 46) = 33.038$; $p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .590$. Pairwise follow-ups showed significant differences between grasp object stimuli and pinch-grip object stimuli; $p = .006$, and for both types of object stimuli compared to the no object stimuli; $p < .001$. There were no other main effects.\(^1\)

3.2 Posterior electrodes (PO3/PO4)

3.2.1 The posterior N1 component

We measured the posterior N1 at sites PO3 and PO4 in order to assess differences in visual-system processing for our various conditions (Figure 2c). A posture by presentation rate by hemisphere by stimulus category by participant group (2x2x2x3x2) ANOVA revealed only a significant main effect of stimulus category, $F(2, 46) = 4.496; p = .016, \eta_p^2 = .164$. Pairwise follow-ups revealed significant differences just between the grasp object stimuli and pinch-grip object stimuli with $p = .010$. There were no significant interactions involving stimulus category.

4. Discussion

This experiment investigated object-related brain activity in stroke survivors with ongoing upper limb deficits, relative to that of neurologically healthy people of a similar age. We presented participants with three-dimensional photographs of either whole-hand grasp or

\(^1\) The ANOVA showed just one significant interaction, with limited theoretical relevance; that of posture by hemisphere by participant group with $F(1, 23) = 4.681; p = .041, \eta_p^2 = .169$. However, running separate ANOVAs to interpret this interaction produced only non-significant results (considered separately for each participant group, the posture x hemisphere interaction was non-significant; both for the stroke group $p = .092$ and for the control group $p = .729$).
pinch-grip objects on a desk, or just the empty desk, and positioned their bodies to vary whether those objects could be reached easily with the dominant hand (while holding visual stimulation constant). All healthy controls and most stroke survivors had right-hand dominance although some who were right-handed prior to stroke had developed compensatory left-hand dominance. We then recorded brain activity while participants observed stimuli presented at a rate of 0.5Hz and also presented at a rate of 1Hz.

We assessed both early (N1) activity and late (N2) object-evoked motor activity in both the stroke survivors and the healthy controls. The main effect of stimulus category was our key result, with greater activity recorded when viewing the objects compared to viewing the empty desk in both groups. This suggests an affordance effect occurring post stroke. In fact, further affordance specificity was shown from differences in N2 activity for objects requiring differing types of grip; precision (pinch) grip and whole-hand (power) grasp. Again, this result was evident in the post-stroke group as well as the control group. Therefore, as affordance-related motor priming can be generated in those recovering from a stroke, a basic-science justification for investigating optimum presentation rates of objects during rehabilitation can be said to exist.

Affordances are, by definition, a motoric rather than purely visual effect, and our stimuli contained substantial visual differences in addition to their implications for action. Hence a more robust indication of affordance-related motor priming would have come from a significant interaction between posture and stimulus category, especially if found in the dominant left hemisphere, as in our previous experiment (Rowe et al., 2017). However, much younger volunteers were recruited to that study, with a mean age 28 years, whereas in the current study with older participants the mean age across both stroke and healthy control groups was 69 years. As well as the N2 occurring slightly later in the older adults (up to 10ms), perhaps as a result of increased age, we must also consider possible reduction in hemispheric asymmetry due to increasing age (Cabeza, 2002; Ward and
Frackowiak, 2003; Wu and Hallett, 2005; Zimerman et al., 2014; Graziadio et al., 2015). In the control subjects, greater bilateral activity (and the implied greater ambidexterity) could explain why for the N2 there was no significant posture by stimulus category interaction, nor any significant differences between hemispheres. Ward and Frackowiak (2003) performed a comprehensive behavioural and fMRI study, recruiting 26 subjects with ages ranging from 26 to 80. Participants carried out a motor grip task, squeezing two bars together to percentages of their own individual maximal voluntary contraction (MVC). The dominant right hand and non-dominant left hand were tested in separate sessions. fMRI showed age-related differences, some of which identified greater right-hemisphere activity during dominant hand grip for older compared to younger participants. The authors believed this was due to lessened ipsilateral cortical deactivation because of reduced transcollosal inhibition, caused by advancing age. Our results would be in line with this.

Turning to the posterior N1 component, our results showed differences between the two object categories (between pinch-grip and whole hand grasp objects). This was contrary to our earlier study where there were no significant differences between any of the three stimulus categories. Even so, similarly to that study we did not find a difference between pictures of either type of objects compared to the no-object category so it would appear that each type of object was, in fact, visually processed in a broadly similar manner to the empty desk. The different pattern of means observed for the posterior N1 (presumably a sensory component) compared to the two anterior components (which we used to assess the motor system) provides some evidence that our anterior effects should indeed be considered as motoric, because whereas the posterior N1 was, if anything, modulated by visual characteristics (i.e. grasp objects being much larger in general), the anterior components seemed to reflect functional differences (i.e. the presence of a manipulable object).
For the anterior N1 component there were significant differences between the no-object stimulus category and each of the two object categories at the slower, 0.5Hz presentation rate. At the faster, 1Hz presentation rate there were significant differences between the pinch-grip stimuli and the other two categories. In fact, the greatest difference in microvolts for the N1 peak occurred between no object and the small, pinch-grip objects, rather than the larger, whole hand grasp objects, again suggesting that this result was not driven by visual complexity. In our previous study, the only significant difference was between the pinch-grip objects and the no-object category. This new result, particularly at the 0.5Hz rate of stimuli presentation, gives a strong indication that affordance-related motor priming is evident as early as the anterior N1, within 180ms of onset of stimulus.

A recent TMS study (Franca et al. 2012) revealed facilitation in FDI compared to ADM and opponens pollicis (OP) muscles when actual small objects were presented. Previous studies had provided evidence favouring right-hand representation of precision grip over power grasp (Vainio et al., 2006 and 2007) so the authors chose objects that normally evoke a thumb to index finger precision grip. Participants closed their eyes until cued by a sound. Shortly thereafter a box was illuminated for 300ms, showing the presence or absence of an object. A TMS pulse was delivered over left motor cortex at 120ms, 150ms or 180ms after stimulus onset. EMG analysis revealed a significant main effect of ‘object presence’ for the FDI only, and although the timing of delivery of TMS for FDI was not significant per se, further analysis showed a significant difference between object and no object at the 120ms time point but not at the later times. In our current experiment, the N1 amplitude between 100ms and 180ms was correspondingly larger for the object categories compared to the no object category.

While the N2 has already been identified as an indicator of affordance (Proverbio et al, 2011; Allami et al, 2014) our anterior N1 result (comparable to the facilitation found by Franca et. al. 2012) would suggest an earlier affordance onset. Our EEG data and
analysis differed from that of their TMS experiment as it was averaged for each hemisphere, over 360 trials for each participant with two different stimulus presentation rates in two postures and across participants. Consequently, identifying a specific time-point of greatest N1 amplitude in our data would not necessarily correspond with the result of Franca et al. where TMS pulses were delivered at three distinct time-points. However, like other TMS studies, e.g., Buccino et al. (2009) and Makris et al. (2011) where facilitation was present at 200ms and 300ms respectively, the N2 we observed between 280ms and 370ms may signify continued motor activation relating to an already primed action affordance.

Presenting stimuli at different rates, 0.5Hz and 1Hz, produced no significant differences in respect of the N2 as for each rate, both types of object stimuli produced significantly larger peak amplitude than the empty desk. Similar significant differences were also observed for the anterior N1 but only at the slower, 0.5Hz presentation rate. The latter result suggests that for any possible benefit of early affordance-related brain activity in stroke rehabilitation interventions, such as virtual reality games, objects should be presented at around 0.5Hz but not as fast as 1Hz.

Like our previous study in young healthy adults, our results again complement and extend those of Proverbio et al. (2011) and Proverbio (2012) who investigated EEG markers for automatic object-action priming. In their work, pictures of objects affording action were contrasted with pictures of objects that did not afford any actions, and effects were found in the N2 (and later), with a swLORETA analysis linking this effect to motor regions of the brain. However, in this study we included the additional element of comparison between healthy older-age adults and neurologically damaged older adults. One limitation of our research was the relatively small size of our sample, which limits power, particularly for the detection of differences between control and stroke survivor groups. It is possible that
subtle differences relating to the processing of different object categories would have emerged if a larger sample had been available.

Hand dominance was not fully investigated here but would have been explored further for a larger stroke survivor cohort. Each stroke participant regarded their right hand as their dominant hand prior to stroke. Two participants with left-hemisphere stroke still retained use of their right hand (LI index 43 and 56) and right-hand dominance was preserved for the two participants who had right-hemisphere stroke. Given reduced stamina levels after stroke, and the length of time necessary for the setting up and carrying out the EEG, limited tests were conducted to determine the extent of deficits that might affect upper limb motor output. Any further investigations would require at least an apraxia test such as the Test to Measure Upper Limb Apraxia (TULIA). The Fugl-Meyer assessment was not deemed essential for this specific study because objects were presented as if they would be in reach of the hand closest to the screen. The 9-hole peg test was therefore regarded as the most suitable, but future work conducted in a clinical setting would benefit from a fuller range of assessments, better reflecting clinical norms. Although the heterogeneity of stroke patients used here represents an important limitation for our study, it remains noteworthy that there were no significant hemispheric differences in N1 and N2 waveforms between stroke and control participants. If stroke patients were, for example, now generating affordances only in their intact hemisphere, we would have anticipated some change in waveform topography. In any event, for both participant groups, reduction in hemispheric asymmetry due to increasing age must be considered (Cabeza, 2002; Ward and Frackowiak, 2003; Wu and Hallett, 2005; Zimerman et al., 2014; Graziaudio et al., 2015). This may explain why posture did not modulate the affordance effect here, in contrast to our previous work with young adults (Rowe et al. 2017). Perhaps the positioning of the dominant hand relative to an object has less functional relevance in the mature brain.
Conclusion

Even after reduced function of the hand caused by stroke, passively observing manipulable objects results in brain activity consistent with the existence of automatic affordances within the motor system. Here we have shown in stroke survivors and in healthy age-matched controls that between 280ms and 370ms after stimulus onset the evoked anterior ERP N2 component differed between the two categories of manipulable object (whole-hand grasp and pinch-grip) and between an empty desk and the two types of object placed on that desk.

Our examination of the anterior N1 component, between 100ms and 180ms, also resulted overall in significantly larger peak amplitudes for each object category compared to no object. This was also the case specifically at the slower (0.5Hz) presentation rate but not at the faster (1Hz) rate. Taken together, the above time scales for the generation of affordance-related motor priming, between 100ms and 370ms are in agreement with previous studies (Franco et al., 2012; Allami et al. 2014). Knowledge of such onset and offset of affordance activity could be incorporated into interventions to aid improved upper limb rehabilitation outcomes after stroke, particularly for timed re-introduction of objects in virtual reality game interventions. However, each individual in the stroke survivor cohort was at least 2 years post-stroke without a specific diagnosis of apraxia as a reason for their decreased upper limb function. Therefore, we recommend further EEG studies with participants having varying degrees of apraxia to determine the extent of affordance-like activity in this condition.
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